Dear Hunter and Fellow Sportsman,
Thank you for reaching out to our organization. As you may know, we have nearly
250,000 acres of deeded ground. Most of that ground is in a checkerboard pattern comingled with BLM ground within your hunting unit. We make no attempts of limiting
access to the majority of that private property. We do however limit hunter access to
some of our “bottom” ground along thousand springs drainage. This restriction is for
the safety of our livestock and our employees and has nothing to do with not liking
hunters or trying to limit hunter’s success. We are hunters ourselves and support
those that share the sport and respect for wildlife and private property rights that we
do. We have made every attempt that we believe is reasonable to ensure your success
and safety for all. It is a very small corridor where hunter access is limited and we trust
that you will respect that. We do allow and maintain pass through access in at least 5
locations along the thousand springs corridor through our private property. Those
access points are located directly through the Winecup Headquarters (please drive slow
and watch for children), the 9 mile mountain access, the 20 mile access (double brown
gates), 11 Mile Canyon, and Gamble Canyon. We have most signs posting the no
trespassing areas as well as a few locked gates. As a general rule, the restricted areas
are fenced meadows or small narrow pastures that are located in the thousand springs
drainage. If a gate is not posted or is not locked and on a main travelled path than you
could safely assume it is one of the 5 access points across our private ground. If it is
posted with a no trespassing sign, locked or if it is a gate that is not on a primary two
track road than we ask that you please use one of the other access points to pass
through our private property.
If you are a Unit 075 sportsman than you will notice that there is no limitations in access
through and hunting on our private property currently. This is no guarantee of future
decisions.
We have high hopes that Sportsman will respect our private property by leaving gates
how they find them, camping in respectful locations by not blocking roadways or gates,
carrying out all garbage, and limiting their travel to existing roads. These rules also apply
to all predator and bird hunters. It is also worth considering your travel during high rain
events or heavy snowfall and the impact that your over the road vehicle will have on
erosion and the future condition of roads. Thank you for your consideration and
communication. We appreciate it very much.
Sincerely,
Winecup Gamble Ranch

